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kitchen towels
18 x 24

soft now, yummy soft when washed
wash & dry any temperature - bleach is ok!

super absorbent microfibre suede
printed in the USA

individually packaged w/reinforced hang strip for display
minimum order: 2 towels/image

washed, unwrapped sample available for display (sku: WTS)  
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I LOVE YOU
MORE THAN
B A C O N

Love I love how we
don’t have to
say out loud

that I’m your
favorite child.

 

 
  



a true friend

is one who makes

you laugh

so hard

you pee a little.

ah friday,

my second

favorite

f-word.

how can I trust

you when you

keep running 

away every

time I untie you? 

You and I

are more 

than friends.

We’re like a

really small gang.

I wish 

one of my 

personalities

liked to clean...

I value the 

opinions that

you keep

to yourself

it’s all

shits and giggles 

until someone

giggles and shits...

word for the day:

exhaustipated-

too tired to 

give a shit

There is a time

and a place

for decaf coffee.

Never,

and in the trash.

9 times out of 10

children get their

awesomeness from

their mother

carpe

the hell

out of this

diem

If I had a dollar for

every time I got

distracted,

I wish I had a puppy.

I’m super lazy today

which is like normal lazy

but I’m also  

wearing a cape.

of course I

talk to myself.

sometimes I need

expert advice. 

you know it’s been

a good day when

I didn’t have to

unleash the 

flying monkeys

I’d do anything

to lose 10 pounds,

except eat healthy

and workout.

i’m so glad 

we don’t have to 

hide our weirdness

from each other

I don’t fart.

I whisper

in my panties.

Oh, I’m sorry...

did the middle of my

sentence interrupt the

beginning of yours?

I’m hysterical
 and brilliant,

but not a size 2...
God had to be fair.

I can’t tell if

I’m dealing well

with life these days

or I just don’t give 

a shit anymore.

I’ll always be there

when I need you.

deep down,

I’m a very 

shallow person.

Before you tell me

what I did wrong,

you should first know

that I don’t care.

you drink too much,

you gossip too much,

you have 

questionable morals...

you’re everything

I ever wanted

in a friend.

sometimes I question

my sanity,

but the unicorn

and gummy bears

told me I’m fine

I don’t have a

problem with caffeine.

I have a problem

without caffeine. 

sometimes i wrestle

with my demons.

sometimes we 

just snuggle.

I just read an article

on the dangers

of drinking...

scared the shit out of me.

So that’s it!

After today, 

no more reading.

it only takes a

second to show

someone how you

feel about them.

the police call it

indecent exposure,

but whatever.....

it’s just a matter

of time before

they add the

word “Syndrome”

after my last name.

true friends

don’t judge

each other,

they judge

other people...

together.

i amuse

the shit

out of

myself

I have decided

to have some wine

to celebrate the fact

that I have some wine.

I tried to be normal 

once.

Worst two minutes

of my life.

I am going
to start 
cleaning 

the house.
And by cleaning,

I mean drinking wine
 and spraying 

everything with
Febreeze.

if it requires

pants or a bra,

it’s not 

happening today.

I have no idea

what I’m doing

out of bed.

I can only please

one person a day.

Today is not your day.

Tomorrow’s not 

looking good either!

Chocolate

doesn’t ask

silly questions.

Chocolate

understands.

I didn’t make it

to the gym today.

That makes  

3 years in a row.

If the Mayans have

taught us anything, it’s

that if you don’t finish

something, it’s not the

end of the world.

none of my yoga 

pants have ever

been to yoga. 
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I don’t like

monday mornings,

or people who like

monday mornings,

or mondays,

or mornings,

or people.

  

sometimes I 

look in the mirror

and wonder:

how did I ever

become this

awesome?

whenever

I feel the need

to exercise

I lie down until

it goes away.

I have

absolutely

no desire

to fit in

people stop asking

questions if you

answer in

interpretive dance.

I just did a

weeks worth of

cardio after

walking into a

spider’s web.

trust me,

when I woke up

today, I had no

plans to be

this awesome.

but shit happens.

after Tuesday,

even the

calendar goes

WTF

today is

National Take

Your Flask to

Work Day.

  I may be

making this up....

by now

the wine should

know enough to 

come out of

the store

when I honk.

seven days

without

chocolate

makes

one weak.

I have been

putting a lot of

thought into it

and I just don’t

think being an

adult is gonna

work for me.

DEJA POO:

the feeling that

you’ve heard

  this crap before. 

i never make the

same mistake twice.

i make it 5 or 6 times,

you know,

just to be sure.

I danced like

no one was watching

but someone was

watching, thought

I was having a

seizure and called

an ambulance. 

crying about your

broken heart all day

won’t help.

set his house on fire

and move on

like an adult.

I wanted to

reward myself 

with a hard-earned

glass of wine

after a long week.

Then I realized

it was only Monday.

everything in

moderation.

except Awesome.

you can never have

too much Awesome.

I don’t care if

you lick windows,

take the special bus

or occasionally 

pee on yourself...

 hang in there sunshine,

you’re friggin’ special.

drug test?

what kind of 

drugs are 

we testing???

if you’re happy

and you know it,

shake your meds

carpe

the hell

out of this

diem

I run like

the winded

don’t you think

 if I was wrong,

I’d know it?

i’m at that

awkward stage

between

birth and death

i’m pretty sure

my true calling

in life is just

hanging out

and snacking

i named my dog

‘5 miles’

so i can tell

people i walk

5 miles everyday

in dog

beers

i’ve only

had one

if a woman is upset,

hold her and tell 

her how beautiful she is.

if she starts to growl,

retreat to a safe distance

and throw 

chocolate at her.

the house

was clean

yesterday.

sorry you

missed it.

if I ever go missing,

I would like my photo

put on wine bottles

instead of milk cartons.

that way my friends 

will know to look for me.

 To impress my friends,

 I swallowed 2 pieces

of string and an hour later

they came out tied together.

I shit you knot.

today I will live

in the moment.

unless the moment

becomes unpleasant,

in which case

I’ll take a nap.

always remember

that you are unique,

just like

everyone else. 

I am presently

experiencing life

at a rate of several

WTF’s per hour

does this rag

smell like

chloroform

to you?

let me

check my

givashitometer.

nope, nothing.

carpe

the hell

out of this

diem

when I

was a kid...

no wait,

I still do that.

every family has

one weird relative.

if you don’t know 

who it is,

it’s probably you.

the fact that

jellyfish have

survived for 650

million years despite

not having brains

is great news

for some people.

the solution

to a bad hair day

is to wear

a low cut blouse.

when a woman says

“do whatever you want”

do NOT do 

whatever you want.

Askhole:

a person who

constantly asks

for your advice,

but always does

the opposite of

what you tell them.
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awesome
ends in

“me”
coincidence?

I don’t 
think so

if it wasn’t
for my 

incredible
willpower,

I’d be exercising
right now

my boss hates it
when I shorten

his name to Dick,
especially since

his name is Steve.

I’m trying to be
independent

but no one
will help me.

if you say 
“gullible” 

slowly
it sounds like 

“oranges”

I think my
guardian angel

drinks

2 dyslexics run
into a bank and shout:

“air in the hands
mother stickers

this is a f uck-up”

has anyone seen
my jacket?!

it’s white with
sleeves that make
you hug yourself

and a cute belt

I don’t want to brag
or make anyone

jealous, but…
I can still fit into the

earrings I wore in
high school.

know what
rhymes with

Friday?

Beer

Turns out 
I’m not 

an afternoon 
person either.

I still don’t
understand why

“what’s wrong
with you?”

isn’t acceptable 
small talk

my dentist told
me I needed

a crown.
I was like

I KNOW, RIGHT?

carpe
the hell

out of this
diem

I’ll have a
cafe-mocha

vodka-valium
latte, to go

please.

day 3 of my
donut & coffee

cleanse -
so far, so good.

sometimes
when I close

my eyes,
I can’t see.

it’s a bird!
it’s a plane!

wait, it’s just that
flying f     k
I don’t give.

**

snaughling:
laughing so

hard you snort,
then laugh because
you snorted, then

snort because
you laughed.

I don’t
expect

everything
handed to me,

just set it down
wherever

I have never
faked

a sarcasm
in my life

when they discover
the center of the

universe, a lot
of people will be

disappointed they
are not in it

carpe
the hell

out of this
diem

remember
when I asked
your opinion?

yeah,
neither do I.

4 out of 3
people

struggle
with math

dammit I’m mad
is

dammit I’m mad
spelled backwards

irony-
the opposite
of wrinkly.

never go to
bed angry...

stay up and
plot your revenge.

carpe
the hell

out of this
diem

the seven
dwarves of

menopause:
itchy, bitchy,

sweaty, sleepy,
bloated, forgetful

and psycho.

I just
awesomed

all over
the place.

once in a while
someone amazing

comes along,
  

and here I am!

I try not to
laugh at my 
own jokes,

but we all know
I’m hilarious.

of course
you can be
anything

you wanna be.
that’s how

delusions work.

my train
of thought
  derailed.  

there were
no survivors.

I am
who I am.

your approval
is not needed.

when I told you
I was normal,

I may have 
exaggerated slightly

sorry, I can’t today.
my sister’s friend’s

brother’s uncle’s
second cousin’s 

twin sister’s boyfriend’s
hamster died.

it was tragic.

sometimes
when I open
my mouth

my mother
comes out

The officer said,

“you drinking?”

I said, “you buying?”

We laughed and laughed.

I need bail money.

my work has this
cute thing they

do where if
you’re really

good at your job,
you get to do

everyone else’s, too.

I would like to
think I’ll die a
heroic death,

but more likely
I’ll trip over my dog

and choke on a
spoonful of frosting.

I tried to cook
something from

scratch... and
ended up summoning

a demon.

I said, “I love you.”
he asked, “is that you
or the wine talking?”

I said, “it’s me...
talking to the wine.”

I’ve decided
not to have kids.

The kids 
are taking it
pretty hard.
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I wonder

what my cat

named me

I wonder

what my dog

named me

it’s so weird

being my own

role model

my friends

don’t go crazy.

they are crazy.

they go normal

from time to time.

give me coffee

to change the

things I can

and

wine to accept

things I can’t

I used to think

that I'm indecisive 

but now

I'm not so sure.

of course

I want to

help you out.

which way did

you come in?

I whisper,

“what the f     k”

to myself at least

twenty times

a day.

**

my therapist

says I lie too much,

which is bullshit.

I don’t even have

a therapist.

finally,

my winter fat

is gone.

now I have

spring rolls !

of course your

opinion matters,

just not to me

there should be 

a little wine truck

that drives around

the neighborhood

in the evening

playing French music

and we would hear it

and run out with our

money and wait for it

I’m not

as think

as you 

stoned I am

not only is my 

short-term memory

horrible, so is my

short-term memory

I am not

arguing,

I’m explaining

why I am right.

I tried cooking

with wine, but

after 3 glasses

I forgot why

I was in the

kitchen.

calories

are tiny creatures

that live

in your closet

and sew your clothes

a little tighter

every night.

is it rude

to throw a

breath mint in

someone’s mouth

while they’re

talking?

I’m a

happy-go-lucky

ray of

friggin’

sunshine

how many of you

believe in

telekinesis?

raise my hand!

I may not be

Wonder Woman,

but I can do things

that make you

wonder

trying to decide

if I should be

a warning

or 

an example

to others today

you call it

boxed wine.

I call it

cardboardeaux.

I just ordered

a chicken

and an egg

off the internet

to see which

comes first...

I’ll keep you posted.

ever feel like

you’ve had

too much wine?

yeah, me neither

I could snap

at any moment.

Seriously,

with either hand.

I love how we

don’t have to

say out loud

that I’m your

favorite child.

helmet is on,

crayons sharpened

it’s gonna be

a great day

sorry I

slapped you,

but it didn’t

seem like you’d

ever stop talking

and I panicked

I never thought

I’d be the type

to get up early

and exercise.

I was right.

my favorite exercise

is a mix between a

lunge and a crunch.

I call it lunch.

If I make you

breakfast in bed,

a simple

“thank you” will do.

Not all this

“how did you

get in my house?”

business.

I have 

PMS, ADD and OCD.

I want to kill you, 

but I can’t focus 

on that right now

because I have to go 

wash my hands.

yes,

that’s correct.

and the horse

you rode in on.

the cashier said,

“strip down,

facing me.”

how was I to know

she meant my

debit card?

I know I’m

around here

somewhere...

I just saw me

a minute ago.

beer, whiskey & weed

are all made

from plants...

I think I might

be a vegetarian!

you could file

a complaint

but my supervisor

doesn’t give

a shit either.

you know,

some days

even my lucky

rocketship

underpants

don’t help

I can’t believe

I just said that.

the only thing

in my house that

isn’t dusty

are the

wine glasses

I hate waiting in lines.

I wish this lady

would hurry up and

pick a suspect.
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YOU are a parent.

It is YOUR circus

and those are

YOUR monkeys.

whatever...

my dog thinks

I’m awesome.

diet tip:

your pants won’t

get too tight

if you don’t

wear any.

Beer

is not the answer.

Beer

is the question.

Yes

is the answer.

if you screw up,

apologize.

if she screws up,

apologize.

relationships are

not that hard.

just sitting here

on the corner of

awesome

and

bombdiggity

we wanted

to be adults so bad.

now look at us.

just fucking look.

you’re the

“she”

to my

“nanigans”

I don’t think

inside the box.

I don’t think

outside the box either.

I don’t even know

where the box is.

how do you become

someone who puts

stickers on fruit?

because I think

I could definitely

do that job.

I wanted a puppy

my husband didn’t

want a puppy

so we compromised

and I got a puppy

I wanted a kitten

my husband didn’t

want a kitten

so we compromised

and I got a kitten

seven billion people

on this planet

and I like maybe

4 or 5 of them, tops.

duct tape + kids =

SILENCE

I’m joking,

they’re locked in

the shed.

men have

feelings, too!

for example,

we feel hungry.

I got so much

procrastinating

done today.

oh look...

 it’s wine-thirty.

the early bird

can have the worm

because worms are

gross and mornings

are stupid.

I hate it when

I think I’m buying

organic vegetables,

but when I get

home they’re just

regular donuts.

never ask a woman

who is eating

ice cream straight

from the carton

how she’s doing.

the relationship between

husband and wife

is very psychological.

one is psycho and

the other is logical.

I feel less guilty

about napping

when I call it

“pursuing my

dreams”.

life is short.

buy the shoes

drink the wine

order the dessert

ever notice that

anybody driving 

slower than you 

is an idiot, and

anyone driving

faster than you

is a maniac?

there are two types

of people in this world.

those who can 

extrapolate from

incomplete data.

can we start 

the weekend over?

I wasn’t ready.

I’m not always

a bitch.

just kidding.

I knew the psychic

was no good the

moment she

accepted my check.

dude, I am a 

princess.

get your own beer

and bring me

a cupcake.

remember, as far

as anyone knows

we are a 

nice normal family.

we can’t all be the 

princess.

someone has to sit

on the curb and

clap as I go by.

Thanks Mom,

I turned out

awesome!

I have a bumper sticker

that says

“honk if you think

I’m sexy”.

I wait at green lights

until I feel better

about myself.

I have an urge

to get up and

clean the house.

wait...nope,

false alarm.

when I ask how

you’re doing,

please just say

“good”.

don’t start telling

me stuff.

Vegetarians live 

up to 9 years longer

than the rest of us.

Nine horrible,

worthless,

baconless

years

today I am

going to give

it my some.

I’m confused.

Do you want to speak

to my manager or to

someone who know’s

what’s going on?

I use my bra as

a storage area.

When I take it off at night

keys fall out, lipstick,

money, pens, hair ties - 

 freaking treasure chest.

best friends

don’t care if

your house

is clean.

they care if 

you have wine.

stupid people are

like glow sticks.

I want to snap them

and shake the shit

out of them

until the light

comes on.

condoms

prevent

minivans
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AnyCity

IQueen
of friggin’

Everything&The BEACH
is calling

I MUST Go&E v e r y o n e  s h o u l d
b e l i e v e  i n  s o m e t h n g

I  b e l i e v e
I  s h o u l d  g o  t o

t h e  b e a c h .

ANY CITY
center
of the

universe

I LOVE YOU
MORE  THAN
FOOTBALL

I LOVE YOU
MORE THAN
B A C O N&Salt in

the Air

I dig
gardening!

I LOVE YOU
M O R E  T H A N

D A D
I LOVE YOU
M O R E  T H A N

M O M
you

are one of my
favorite 
peeps

you can’t
Ground me.
i am the 
Princess.

I don’t know

if this helps any,

but I’m

just as confused

by me 

as you are

a fun thing to do

in the morning

before I have

my coffee

is not talk to me

I just ordered

a life alert bracelet

so if I ever

get a life,

I’ll be notified

immediately.

I love it when

the coffee kicks in

and I realize what

an adorable badass

I’m going to be today

I suppose

it would be

irresponsible to turn

house cleaning

into a drinking game

it’s been one of

those days for,

like, 3 years now

stop petting

my peeves

I am not 

responsible for

what my face

does when you

talk.

I used to just

crastinate,

but I got so good,

I went pro.

Me?

Overreacting?

shit. probably.

life is too short

to be serious

all the time.

so, if you can’t 

laugh at yourself,

call me...

I’ll laugh at you.

I never wanted 

to grow up,

I just wanted to be

tall enough to

reach the cookies.

children are

often spoiled

because no one

spanks Grandma.

oh my god,

my mother

was right about

everything.

“Do what you love

& money will follow.”

Ate pizza, drank wine,

took a nap with my dog...

Now I wait.

I thought

growing up

would take longer.

as far

as I know,

I’m delightful

I’m not

passive aggressive,

unlike some

people I know.

I don’t mean to brag,

but I finished

my 14 day diet in

4 hours & 17 minutes.

Valium.

Vitamin.

Whatever.

Close enough.

Any City 
I

I seriously need

a speed bump

between my brain

and my mouth

You only need

one thing to survive

the apocalypse-

a unicorn,

a badass unicorn

when something

goes wrong in life,

just yell

“plot twist!”

and move on.

I always carry

a knife in 

my purse...

you know,

in case of cheesecake

or something.
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PS-211 PS-212 PS-213 PS-214 PS-215

PS-217 PS-218 PS-219 PS-220 PS-221

PS-223 PS-224 PS-225 PS-226 PS-227

PS-229 PS-230 PS-231 PS-232 PS-233

TT-173 TT-172 LV-35 LV-36 TT-300

TT-284 MT-33 LV-01 LV-11 CT-01

MT-38 MT-36 TT-364 TT-194 CT-01

PS-216

PS-222

PS-228

PS-234

TT-259

PC-12

CT-01
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new
!
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Polka Spots
M
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KEEP
CALM

AND

BE
MERRYChristmas         Wishes

JOY

SANTA
CLAUS NOEL

d
e
c
k
 t

h
e
 h

a
ll
s

let it snoW !

ho ho ho

o’ ch
ristm

a
s tree

‘twas the night before Christmas

December 25

jingle bells

We wish you a
Merry Christmas

tis the season

the stockings are hung

let it snoW !

God

bless us,
every one.

Dear Santa,

I’ve been good all year.

Most of the time.

Once in a while.

Never mind,

I’ll buy my own stuff.

BABY

it’swarm
INSIDE

BABY
it’s

OUTSIDE

Cold

1

11

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

you could 
even say it 

blows.

new!

Visit PPDtiles.com to view all of our collections

CH-001 CH-002 CH-003 CH-004 CH-005

CH-007 CH-008 CH-009 CH-010 CH-011

CH-013 CH-014 CH-015 CH-016 CH-017

MT-34 MT-41 MT-42 MT-43 MT-44

TT-186 TT-253 TT-256 MT-46 MT-47

TT-311 TT-312 TT-313 TT-335 MT-18

MT-20 MT-21 MT-22 MT-23 MT-24

CH-006

CH-012

CH-018

MT-45

TT-294

MT-19

MT-25

Se
as

on
al

new! new!new! new! new!

new! new!



Here’s to the guy

who looked at weed

and was like,

“I wonder if we

can smoke this shit?”

inhale the
good shit

exhale the
bullshit

I’m not
as think
as you 

stoned I am

If the whole world

smoked a joint

at the same time,

there would be

world peace for at

least 2 hours.

If smoking

marijuana has

taught me anything,

it’s that I really like

smoking marijuana.

I set my

standards high.

Actually, I do a

lot of things high.

I’m high

on life.

And weed.

Mostly weed.

KEEP
BLAZING

  AND 
STAY

AMAZING

Weed
be cute

together.

Let’s
get

baked.

I got 
99 lighters
but I can’t
find one.

We are the new

Americana

high  on legal

Marijuana

They all start out like grapes 
and it’s our job to stomp on them 
and keep them in the dark until 

they mature into something 
you’d like to have dinner with.

Men are like
 fine wine.Roses are red,

so is my wine.
Refill my glass and
I’ll be just fine.

AL�<G=KF�L�E9LL=J
IF THE ?D9KK IS
@9D>�=EHLQ�GJ�@9D>�>MDD,

L@=J=�AK�;D=9JDQ�JGGE�>GJ

EGJ=�OAF=&

GRAPE
MINDS
DRINK
ALIKE

Mommy’s

sippy cup

DRINK
WINE

AND

CARRY
ON

beer, whiskey & weed
are all made
from plants...

I think I might
be a vegetarian!

LOVE
THE

WINE
YOU’RE
WITH

The great thing
about wine is
everything.

WC-03 WC-05 WC-07 WC-08 WC-10

WC-12 WC-13 WC-14 WC-15 WC-21

WC-24 WC-25 WC-27 WC-34 WC-36

WC-38 WC-19 TT-186 TT-185 WC-18

420-09 420-23 420-05 420-06 420-08

420-13 420-15 420-18 420-19 420-21

420-22 PS-153 420-02 420-04 420-14

WC-11

WC-22

WC-37

WC-35

420-09

420-11

PS-162

Visit PPDtiles.com to view all of our collections
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CUSTOMIZING

Have an idea? Let’s talk!
Whether we print your info with one of our designs, 

or you provide custom artwork, we can create
an awesome product just for you. 

Give your sales rep a call for more information.
They can provide pricing and instructions.

RETAIL DISPLAYS

shelf displays for coasters & trivets 
(available in black or natural wood)

large easel
sku: Lg Easel

hanging 
sku: Lg Hanging

(has top/bottom holes)

Our beautiful marble tiles are imported from Turkey. Each tile will have natural features 
and variations in color for a unique and rustic presentation. 

All of our products are printed and assembled in the USA. 
Our 2x2 tiles feature strong earth magnets.

Cork-backed 4x4 tiles protect surfaces and can serve as a resting place for drinks. 
The larger 6x6 tiles have protective rubber feet. 

The 5x7 notecards are blank inside, cello-wrapped, and include a brown kraft envelope.
The microfibre towels are individually cello-wrapped with a reinforced hang strip for display.

Every image we market has an item number. 
To designate a product, select the corresponding suffix when ordering: 
coaster (none), trivet (-1), towel (-2), magnet (-3), and notecard (-6).

We do not inventory any products. Your order enters our production process when we 
receive it. Please allow up to 3 weeks to ship. The last quarter of the year is our busiest time, 

but we will make every effort to ship within 3 weeks. Please plan ahead and order early.

We ship via Fedex • FOB Brooklyn, CT
Visa•Mastercard•American Express.

Terms are available.


